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Introduction -Moore's Law and beyond
Today many people are familiar with at least the consequences of Moore's Law -the fastest computer in the shops doubles in speed about every 18 months to two years. This is because electronic component devices are shrinking. The smaller they get, the faster they work, and the closer they can be packed on a silicon chip. This exponential progress, first noted 4 by Gordon Moore, a co-founder and former CEO of Intel, in 1965, has continued ever since. But it cannot go on forever. Hurdles exist, for example: silicon will hit problems, with oxide thinness, track width, or whatever; 5 new materials or even new paradigms, such as self-assembled nano-devices or molecular electronics, will be needed; lots of dollars will be needed, as Moore's second law tells us that fabrication costs are also growing exponentially. However, even if all the hurdles can be overcome, we will eventually run into Nature.
Very small things do not behave the same way as big ones -they begin to reveal their true quantum nature. Following Moore's Law, an extrapolation of the exponentially decaying number of electrons per elementary device on a chip gets to one electron per device around 2020. This is clearly too naïve, but it gives us a hint. Eventually we will get to scales where quantum phenomena rule, whether we like it or not. If we are unable to control these effects, then data bits in memory or processors will suffer errors from quantum fluctuations, and devices will fail. Clearly this alone makes a strong case for investment in research into quantum devices and quantum control. The results should enable us to push Moore's Law to the limit, evolving conventional information technology (IT) as far as it can go. However, such quantum research has already shown that the potential exists to do much morerevolution! Instead of playing support act to make better conventional devices, let quantum mechanics take centre stage in new technology that stores, processes and communicates information according to the laws of quantum mechanics. Great idea, but what is feasible and how far have we got? a wire, two different light pulses travelling down an optical fibre, and so on -dependent upon what is being done with the data. At any time a bit is always in state |0> or state |1>, hence the name, although bits get flipped as data is processed or memory is rewritten. However, the quantum analogue of a conventional bit, a qubit, has rather more freedom. It can sit anywhere in a two-dimensional Hilbert space -picture it as the surface of a sphere -with a general state of the form (1) parametrized by two angles. A conventional bit only has the choice of the poles, but a qubit can live anywhere on the surface of the sphere. States such as (1) are superposition states; they have amplitudes for and thus carry information about the states |0> and |1> at the same time. Similarly, a collection, or register, of N qubits can have exponentially many (2 N ) amplitudes, whereas the analogous conventional data register can only hold one of these states at any given time. Clearly if it is possible to operate, or compute, simultaneously with all the amplitudes of a quantum register, there is the possibility of massively parallel computation based on quantum superpositions. 1, 2 We can read ordinary information without noticeably changing it -you can read a book without harming it and your telephone calls can be tapped without you knowing. The same is simply not so for quantum information. If a qubit in state (1) is measured to determine its bit value, it will always give the answer 0 or 1. This is a truly random and irreversible process, with respective probabilities of cos 2 α and sin 2 α, and afterwards the qubit is left in the corresponding bit state |0> or |1> (if it isn't destroyed). It is thus impossible to read, or similarly copy or clone, 6, 7 unknown quantum information without generally leaving evidence of the intrusion. This unavoidable disturbance through quantum measurement can be used to detect eavesdropping on quantum communications, 3 and provides the basis for guaranteed security. 8, 9 Many types of usable qubit exist, or in some cases reasonable approximations, where two orthogonal quantum states (used to represent |0> and |1>) are or can be separated from the rest of the space. Examples include: two adjacent energy eigenstates of atoms 10 or ions 11 (separated by a microwave or an optical transition); the vacuum or single photon state of a mode in a small optical or superconducting microwave cavity; 12 two orthogonal linear or circular polarizations of a travelling photon or weak light pulse; 3 the "which path" label of a photon 3 or atom in an interferometer; the energy eigenstates (up or down) of a spin-1/2 in a magnetic field; 13 two adjacent energy eigenstates of an electron or exciton in a quantum dot; 14 two charge states of a tiny superconducting island 15 or flux states of a superconducting ring; 16, 17 and so on. This list is not at all exhaustive, and many more candidate qubits have been proposed and are under investigation. As with realisations of conventional data bits, the most appropriate choice is defined by the application. [1] [2] [3] The very features that make quantum mechanics so weird and wonderful, when compared to our everyday experience of the classical world, are those that also underpin its potentially revolutionary applications for information technology. A multi-qubit processor enables massively parallel quantum computing -interference between all the amplitudes in such a device could in theory be arranged to provide solutions to certain tasks that we will never be able to perform with even the best conventional supercomputers in the future. The irreversibility of quantum measurement enables two correspondents -Alice and Bob -to communicate with guaranteed security, using photon qubits and public communications. Quantum cryptography is secure against eavesdroppers, even if they have their own quantum technology. Then there is entanglement…
Quantum information processing and communication (QIPC)
Two qubits (A and B) can exist in a state like (2) that cannot be factored, so neither qubit has a state of its own, independent of its partner. As essentially all the (pure) quantum states of a multi-qubit register contain entanglement, it plays an important role in quantum processing. However, there is no reason for the two qubits in (2) to be in the same register or indeed physical location, and in such cases distributed entanglement provides for a remarkable form of communication -quantum teleportation. Coupled with conventional communication, entangled states can be used as a resource for teleporting quantum states, deconstructing them in one place and rebuilding them in another.
Essentially all aspects of QIPC can be reduced to three stages: prepare; evolve; measure. As we are big and clumsy and classical, and only relate to conventional information, we have to carefully prepare qubits in appropriate states, allow them to evolve, and then measure them to extract information in a form we can use. The middle stage could be the controlled evolution of many interacting qubits according to some prescribed quantum algorithm to effect a computation, or it could be the propagation of qubits from Alice to Bob for communication, perhaps also with processing at A or B.
A detailed check-list for the implementation of QIPC has been laid out by David DiVincenzo. 18, 19 In short:
(i) A collection of well-characterised qubits is needed. One at a time will do for cryptography; interactions and scalability in number are necessary for computing.
Preparation of known initial states for the qubits must be possible.
The quantum coherence of the system(s) must be maintained to a high degree during the evolution stage.
The unitary quantum evolution required by the algorithm or protocol must be realisable. As with conventional computing, the minimum of a universal set of elementary gates [20] [21] [22] must be possible.
Quantum measurements on specific qubits must be possible.
The capability to interconvert stationary (processing or memory) qubits and flying (communication) qubits must exist. (vii) It must be possible to transmit flying qubits coherently between specified locations. Quantum computing requires (i)-(v), although distributing it between processors would add (vi) and (vii). Elementary quantum cryptography requires (i), (ii), (v) and (vii); ((iii) is effectively implicit in (vii)). Usable teleportation essentially requires the lot, although (vi) can be dropped for demonstrations and it should be noted that the processing demands (iv) are very simple compared to all-purpose computing. Qubit storage as needed in (iv) is implicit, although "long term" storage, so resources can be built up in advance for teleportation and other communication scenarios, would also be desirable.
The demands outlined above are very tough indeed. The construction of useful QIT will not be easy and the issue of quantum coherence (iii) is always lurking. With the additional freedom of Hilbert space that gives QIT its potential advantage comes the penalty that quantum states are very delicate. Qubits can entangle with things you don't want them to entangle with, and over which you have no control. This decoherence is not too bad for individual photons propagating down standard optical fibres or even through free space, so usable quantum cryptosystems have already made it out of the laboratory. However, decoherence was thought to be a terminal problem for many interacting qubits, and so it was really the discovery of quantum error correction by Peter Shor 23, 24 and Andrew Steane 25, 26 that expanded quantum computing from an academic subject to one also having
The techniques are subtle -you can't dive in and irreversibly measure everything -but share spirit with conventional error correction. The important quantum information can be encoded redundantly using extra qubits, and protected against or corrected for errors, perhaps indefinitely if the decoherence during an elementary quantum gate is small enough (with an error probability of order 10 -4 ) and there are plenty of qubits. However, these are still very challenging requirements.
Quantum computing
The seeds of quantum computing began with Richard Feynman 27 and others in the early 1980s and it was David Deutsch 28 who first considered in detail the implications of quantum physics for the theory of computation. In 1992 Deutsch and Richard Jozsa came up with an algorithm 29 that showed a clear quantum advantage and the subject really took off in the mid-1990s with the factoring algorithm of Peter Shor 30 and the searching algorithm of Lov Grover, 31 which give significant advantage over their classical counterparts. Much of the "secure" communications in the world today use public key cryptography, which is based on factoring a very large number into its two component primes (or related problems) being practically unbreakable. The construction of a many-thousand qubit quantum computer would thus trash the world's communications infrastructure -certainly dramatic, whether you approve or not. Quantum computers could clearly also do a much better job of simulating quantum systems 32 than conventional IT, and so would open up new research capabilities in many fields. The search is still on for more quantum algorithms -open problems exist because not everything is amenable to a naïve quantum speed-up. The quantum computational advantage arises because (in principle exponentially) many calculations can run in parallel during the evolution stage. However, quantum measurements have to be made to get answers, so simple number crunching doesn't get exponential advantage. Rather, it is problems that utilise the parallelism through interference that can gain. The factoring algorithm uses the exponential resources and a Fourier transform to find the (very large) periods of oscillatory functions, and the search algorithm offers a square root reduction in time by effectively searching "amplitudistically" rather than probabilistically.
Implementation research today has progressed to the few qubit and simple algorithm level. The first two-qubit gate was done with an ion trap 33 and work has now progressed to four-ion entanglement 34 and realisation of the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm. 35 Atom-cavity interactions in the optical 36, 37 and microwave 38 domains have got to three-qubit entanglement. 39 Use of nuclear spin qubits in a molecule in an ensemble nuclear magnetic resonance approach 40, 41 has demonstrated a number of simple algorithms, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] most recently the factoring of fifteen. 47 Single superconducting qubits based on charge or phase have been constructed [48] [49] [50] [51] (see figure 1 ).
Many other approaches to quantum computing hardware have been proposed. 52, 53 Examples include photons, 54 charge 14 or spin 13 in quantum dots, dopant nuclear (or electronic) spins in the solid state, 55, 56 spins in fullerene cages, 57 trapped electrons 58 (see figure 2) , quantum Hall systems, 59 magnetic molecules or nano-crystals 60 (see figure 3 ) and electrons on liquid helium. 61 From the perspective of scalability in qubit number, solid state approaches which build on the wealth of existing fabrication techniques have much appeal. It is certainly also the case that most qubit successes to date do not seem to be easily scalable. The flip side is that solid state systems generally suffer more decoherence, so it will be a very big challenge to reduce this to the level required for error correction and fault tolerant operation. 3 Around 1970 Stephen Wiesner 62 realised quantum mechanics could be useful for cryptography and in 1984 Charles Bennett and Gilles Brassard proposed the well known BB84 scheme 63 for quantum key distribution. Many developments and new protocols have followed. 64 The basic idea is for Alice and Bob to share a secret key and to use this as a one-time-pad to communicate securely -quantum mechanics guarantees the security of the key. In BB84 Alice sends to Bob photons chosen randomly from the four states of two overlapping qubit bases (e.g. two orthogonal linear polarisations and right and left circular polarizations) and Bob measures in one of the two bases, chosen at random. After accumulating data, using public communication 65 and sacrificing some of the bits, they can then identify what to keep (the raw key -when Bob used the correct basis), locate and correct errors, and scramble and reduce their correct bits (privacy amplification) to distil a shared secret key. Like Bob, any eavesdropper (Eve) has to measure 66 the qubits -she has to play "guess the basis" and so cannot avoid introducing errors into the raw key. If Eve reads the lot, Alice and Bob know this and bin the raw key; if Eve reads only a fraction they can use the rest to distil some guaranteed secure bits.
Quantum cryptography
The first prototype system 67 ran in 1989. Since then, many developments have taken quantum cryptography out of the laboratory and towards actual technology, using qubits embodied in weak laser pulses or photons, sent from Alice to Bob through standard telecommunications optical fibres or even free space. Fibre examples work over useful distances, [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] can operate alongside conventional communications through multiplexing, 73 can use multiple Bobs, 74 have used entangled photons [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] (see figure 4 ) and have shared a secret distributed between Bob and Charlie. 80 The working distance is now up to 67 km with a "plug & play" system 81 (see figure 5 ). Free space systems have also been developed, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] with the aim of secure communications to and via satellites. The distance is currently up to 23.4 km at altitude in the Alps, 88 which makes quantum communication to near-Earth orbit satellites look feasible. Research continues to improve sources and detectors, which would enhance all forms of quantum cryptosystem -for example systems are now operating with "on-demand" single photons. 89 On the theory and protocols side, research continues to see just what can and can't be done securely by quantum means. Clearly key distribution can, for example it is known that bit commitment can't, 90, 91 and open problems in between remain.
Quantum teleportation
The theory for quantum teleportation was laid out 92 in 1993 by Charles Bennett, Gilles Brassard, Claude Crepeau, Richard Jozsa, Asher Peres and Bill Wootters. The basic idea is that if Alice and Bob share a pair of entangled qubits (as in (2)), they can use this as a resource to offer a teleportation service. Alice takes an unknown qubit from a customer, performs a two-qubit gate on this and qubit A, and then measures both. She transmits the results (two bits) to Bob by a conventional communication channel. The results uniquely identify one of four single-qubit operations to Bob, one of which is "do nothing"! Once he has performed the identified operation on qubit B, it is left in the state of the qubit supplied by the customer! There is no instantaneous signalling as the two bits have to be sent to Bob, so relativity is happy, and no quantum copy has been made as all record of the state is destroyed at Alice's end. Amusingly, and of course very much in principle, Alice doesn't have to know where Bob is provided that she broadcasts her bits! Also, if the customer supplies half of an entangled pair, the outcome is entanglement between two qubits who have never met! From 1997 a number of experiments demonstrating the principles of teleportation have been performed. [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] The details differ, but their basis is to distribute entanglement using photon qubits (or light pulses), and to use this for the teleportation of a quantum state from A to B. Currently it is not possible to teleport the unknown state of a customer qubit (for example, another photon) with complete success because of the difficulty in realising the required two-qubit gate at A on demand. Research continues towards this goal. There is certainly an incentive because teleportation underpins the concept of a quantum repeater, 99 which could be used to extend the working distance of quantum cryptosystems. A recent step towards this has been the demonstration of teleportation through 2 km of optical fibre 100 (see figure 6 ). It isn't "on demand", but it does show that teleportation is progressing beyond the confines of a single laboratory.
Prospects for QIT
Quantum cryptography works, around Ipswich (UK), under Lake Geneva and between mountains in the Alps (Europe), in the Los Alamos desert (USA), and in numerous other places worldwide. You can buy a working fibre system, 101 and secure satellite communications may well emerge over the next few years.
Few-qubit demonstration quantum computers exist. However, useful many-qubit machines are still a long way off and we don't yet know what form they might take. If QIT develops, it is unlikely to displace conventional IT and more likely to work with it, addressing specific tasks. In the future you are more likely to buy a PC with some quantum chips in it, rather than chucking your existing machine in the bin (or recycler) in favour of a new wholly quantum one! Teleportation of a single qubit works down about 2 km of optical fibre. However, I very much doubt whether any of us will ever walk into a teleport and utter the immortal words: "Beam me up Scotty." That said, simpler teleportation could play a very important future role in distributing quantum information between processors, or effectively stringing out entanglement for long-distance quantum communications.
Present day IT companies measure their annual revenue in billions of dollars. If such mass-market scale or consumer QIT is to emerge in the future, new quantum applications, software and protocols will be needed. Hardware development is certainly necessary, but certainly also not sufficient. The development of large-scale quantum processors will likely be very expensive, so this investment will need the promise of a market. This means the quantum algorithms, theory and protocols folk cannot now put their feet up, and simply leave things to the hardware scientists and engineers. Much further research is needed in all aspects of the field if QIT is to become a reality.
Further information
Papers and preprints on all aspects of QIPC can be accessed electronically at: http://xxx.lanl.gov/archive/quant-ph http://www.vjquantuminfo.org/ Further information on the European Commission funded QIPC projects cited in this article can be found at: http://www.cordis.lu/ist/fetqipc.htm http://www.quiprocone.org 
